HERITAGE STREETBALL MEETS MODERN CRAFT
ATHLETICS

- MTB Racing
  - Confidence
- Respect for Perfection
- Grit

ENVIRONMENT

- Parents
  - Childhood

PERSONALITY

- Shoes as confidence & expression
- Always fidgeting
- Can't help but create
- Authenticity leads to truth
- Unapologetically me
- Uniqueness through creativity
- Extremely visual

- Decision: Bikes vs. college
- Inspired me to try everything and fail
- Total Badasses

- Nature is the greatest Designer

- Exposed to many new things at a young age
- Taught cooking & wood working at a young age

- 7th grade Garrett was not a lady killer
INITIAL STATEMENT

STREETBALL SHOES, THAT ARE A RECONNECTION TO THE PURITY OF THE GAME IN ITS NATURAL STATE.

THE INSPIRATION:
IS THE MILK CRATE, IT REPRESENTS THE GROUNDING OF BASKETBALL, A SYMBOL FOR BUILDING ONES POTENTIAL. AN OBJECT THAT LINKS THE NEIGHBORHOOD KID TO THE NBA SUPERSTAR.

THE STYLE WILL ATTEMPT TO READN A NOD TO THE HERITAGE OF THE SPORT, BUT NEW TECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATION. PAYING HOMAGE TO A TIME WHEN THE ONLY EGO YOU HAD ON THE COURT WAS HOW GOOD YOU WERE.

WHO IS IT FOR?
PEOPLE THAT:
-1.FIND A WAY TO PLAY BASKETBALL
-2.PLAY FOR THE LOVE OF THE GAME

ITS NOT ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION ITS ABOUT THE WANT TO PLAY
BUSINESS CASE 1

FRAMEWORK: LET’S UNDERSTAND ALL THE W’S

WHO?
- Gen Z consumers, an generation that loves spending money on experiences even more than on material goods. That’s why this project is aligning and linking an experience to a product.
- People that want to ‘explore without destination’, the basketball player interested in it for the ‘fun’ of it.
- Anyone who wants to readily access and create their own court, global communities that don’t have the money for a full basketball court, individuals that want to play basketball in remote areas (set up a dirt court while your camping).
- Anyone who has nostalgia about the joy of schoolyard competitiveness and the relationships built on a basketball court.

WHAT?
- The multi surface, many environment shoe, that last, and is just as comfortable on any court as it is at a bar with friends.
- Build and create a rim and shoes that are accessible to individuals everywhere. Sport product that tries to be outside of hyper commercialization.

WHERE?
- In a moments notice a game can break out, refine your skills anywhere. There is a great sense of autonomy that you can put a hoop up anywhere and use landmarks around you to establish the free throw and 3 point line.

WHEN?
- Now
-- AAU is bending basketball towards work and away from fun. Creating high pressures to succeed and allowing big companies and colleges to get to young athletes at very young ages. This whole system influences the contributions to the media and getting away from the fundamentals of basketball DNA in a way it’s creating a sense of exclusivity and moving away from comradery and community. Reduction of public courts and public games. When public courts are few and far between, where do people play? How does the game live on. We often think about what happens to an end of life product (ELP) but really what happens to an end of life sport? Can a product reinvigorate the inclusive nature of basketball and globalize it? This product will change the future of ‘play’ and a return to the love of the game.
Uproxx Media did an interview with Grayson Boucher one of the most popular streetballers of our time on the current state of streetball. Here are his leading remarks, not only regarding geographical player style. But also legendary places the game has been defined."

"The West Coast always has good shooters and I think it's because there are a lot of gyms. It is not as streetball-driven. In the South, there are a lot of good hoopers but they are more known for their athleticism, like they usually got a lot of hops. The Midwest are known for being hard-nosed streetball players. The East Coast is known for ball handling because streetball is big. Streetball was really popular, I would say from 2002 to 2007. It was on ESPN every day. But since it's been off, the exposure has lessened and I think it flowed into becoming more like regular ball. I don't know if that's because the generation that is coming up now has just been watching the NBA, which could be the case since the NBA is at an all-time high popularity-wise. But I think now since Ball Up started, last year and this year, it has started to come back. Things go in waves, you know? I really believe that in two years it will be right back to where it was with AND1. I don't know if it will get as much as exposure as being on ESPN every day but if it continues to grow at the pace we think it's going to grow it will get there."

Time magazine did a story celebrating New York's streetball culture. They spoke to a local photographer and veteran Anthony Geathers who shoots all of the local NYC spots. This is what he has to say: "In New York City, if there's one thing that signifies summer, it's streetball. Known for its high energy and aggressive playing style, streetball is defined by Oxford Dictionary as an "informal type of basketball played especially in urban areas such as parking lots, playgrounds, etc." Some of New York City's legendary courts, including Rucker Park and the West Fourth Street Courts, also known as "The Cage," have been a home for aspiring NBA stars to develop their skills, with stars including Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Wilt Chamberlain and Kyrie Irving. In June 2016, Kevin Durant, Klay Thompson and other members of the U.S. Olympics men's basketball team stopped by Rucker Park to surprise a group of young fans, prior to competing in the 2016 Rio Summer Olympics."

The birth of streetball occurred in the early 1900's in Washington D.C. and New York City, in Harlem where many basketball players were never given the opportunity to showcase talents to professional scouts. Basketball started growing with the increase in population growth after World War 1. Amateur street ball leagues emerged as more people began to play. Some of the very first teams were the Harlem Renaissance or "The Rens" and the Celtics. These two teams were both very dominant but the Harlem Renaissance was the preeminent team in the 1920's. After World War II the Rens and some other street ball teams would travel to compete against all white teams. Many of these black players would later enroll in historically black colleges. Not only did street ball give them a way to showcase their talents and make money off of it, but helped them find education.
**S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS**

**STRENGTHS-**
Gen Z Info: Wants Needs Interests; Anyone Born After 95. By 2020, Generation Z Will Account For An Astounding 40% Of All Consumers. However, Few Brands, Businesses Influencer’s And Industry Thought Leaders Have Considered How To Go About Appropriately Communicating To That Demographic. (Deep Patel, Forbes.com)

- Don’t Create Ads, Create Value. My Project Is About Value And Authenticity So I Will Grab Gen Z Consumers.

**WEAKNESSES-**
If People Don’t Empathize With My Story, Then The Project Doesn’t Really Impact Them, So Then I Have To Rely Solely On The Product To Invigorate Them. In General The Basketball Market Is Really Saturated And Trying To Find Space To Create A Non-Homogeneous Product Is Difficult.

**OPPORTUNITIES-**
Megatrends That May Change Future Business Models.
- Globalization- Industry Borders Are Dwindling, (Lines Between Sport And Fashion Blur)
- Digitization- Sporting Goods Sellers Are Becoming More Hybrid. This Means That They’re Less Loyal To Brands In The Fields Of Sports And Fashion, And Make Use Of The Many Opportunities Presented To Them Through Digitization.
- Sustainability- Social And Ecological Aspects Can Be Crucial For Future Competitive Differentiation. Younger Classes Of Customer Are Also Growing Up With The Topic Of Sustainability. Companies Need To Bear In Mind That The Consumers Of The Future Will Take These Aspects For Granted.
- True Heroes- Many Famous Sports And Outdoor Stars Aren’t Just Convincing With Their Achievements, But Also Through Their Personalities And Their Stories. In Front Of The Backdrop Of Several Scandals In High-Performance Sports, Authenticity And Dedication Are Becoming More Important.

**THREATS-**
Street-Ball Product Has Already Been Created In The Past. Therefore Making My Product Different Will Be Key.
Creating A New Sporting Environment Creates A Whole New Sets Of Challenges To Design For
3. Durability- High Abrasion And Anti-Tearing Will Be Crucial For The Product Success With Testing.
BUSINESS CASE 2

PHYSICAL PRODUCT:
THERE ISN'T ANY CURRENT STREETBALL/ PICK-UP BASKETBALL SPECIFIC PRODUCT. THE LATEST STREET-BALL SPECIFIC RELEASE THAT IS LEGITIMATE IS A RETRO SHOE RELEASED BY ADIDAS IN 2014. ALL CURRENT PRODUCT IS FUNCTIONALLY DESIGN AND IS INCREDIBLY HIGH PERFORMANCE, THE PRIMARY ISSUE IS JUST THAT IT ISN'T DURABLE IN A NON-HARDWOOD SETTING. THE TRACTION SYSTEMS ARE LOW PROFILE AND THE KNITTED UPPERS HAVE MINIMAL ABRASION RESISTANT PROPERTIES.

TRENDS:
ON-COURT:
- GAME PLAY IS MOVING TOWARDS FLASHY AND CREATIVE GUARD PLAY, AND AWAY FROM SIMPLE AND FIERCE BIG MAN PLAY. THE BIG MAN NOW, REALLY HAS TO BE MOBILE AND NEEDS TO BE ABLE TO SHOOT AND HAS TO BE ABLE TO GUARD POSITIONS 2-5.
- BIG DATA IN GAME MANAGEMENT (THINK MONEYBALL), COACHES ARE STARTING TO MAKE MORE STATISTICAL AND ANALYTICALLY BASED DECISIONS.
- PLAYERS DEVELOPING A STYLE, ON COURT BALL HANDLING STYLE, AS WELL AS OFF COURT FASHION AND PR STYLE.
- PLAYER RATHER THAN TEAM FANDOM, SOME OF THE NBA FAN MARKET IS SO PLAYER FOCUSED NOW THAT THE MIGRATION AND GEOGRAPHY OF TEAM BASED FANS ARE MORE SPARATIC THAN EVER.

OFF-COURT:
MEDIA IS BECOMING INTERTWINED INTO EVERY PART OF THE GAME, SOCIAL MEDIA IS BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN PLAYER AND FAN.
NBA PLAYERS ARE FASHION AND PERSONAL STYLE ARE BECOMING HUGE INFLUENCER IN PRODUCT. THINK ALLEN IVERSON BRINGING IN BAGGY SHORTS IN THE 90’S AND THEN RUSSEL WESTBROOK CHANGING PRE-GAME FASHION.
STEPH CURRY PHENOMENON: BECAUSE HE ISN’T SUPER HUGE AND HE HAS A BODY THAT ISN’T OUTRAGEOUS LIKE LEBRON, PEOPLE ASSIMILATE WITH HIM BECAUSE THEY THINK WITH ENOUGH TIME AND EFFORT THEY COULD BE GOOD AND REFINE THERE SKILL LIKE HIM. HE IS MORE REALISTIC AND ATTAINABLE THAN OTHER NBA SUPERSTARS.
MATERIALS

UPPER:
- KNITTED TECHNOLOGIES, INFUSED KNITS, (THIS IS WHERE A TON OF DEVELOPMENT IS OCCURRING)
- SYNTHETIC LEATHERS AND FILMS
- TPU FILMS, LININGS AND SPACER MESH, TPU MESH AND ZONED MELTING.
- INJECTED MOLDED ELEMENTS- (EYESTAYS, HEEL COUNTERS)

TOOLING:
- EVA, RECYCLED EVA, PU, EPU
- SYNTHETIC RUBBER, NATURAL RUBBER, VULCANIZED RUBBER,
- 3D PRINTED TPU, PE, RPE, NYLON

MANUFACTURING

- ADIDAS SPEEDFACTORY- ROBOTS TO MAKE SHOES
- CARBON 4D PRINTING
- MILLED LEATHER
- TRADITIONAL: MOLDING TOOLING, CUT AND SEW UPPER, GLUE OF UPPER AND LOWER.

- COMPRESSION MOLDING, INJECTION MOLDING
- VACUUM FORMING
- SCREEN PRINTING AND DYING
- GLUING HAS LOTS OF ROOM TO GROW

PLAYER PROFILES
4 PLAYERS WITH COMPLETELY DIFFERENT

KRYIE IRVING
- SEEN AS THE MOST CREATIVE OFFENSIVE PLAYER IN THE LEAGUE
- GREW UP WITH THE MIDDLE OF HIS BACKGROUND MISSING SO HE WOULD ATTACK LAY-UPS IN A DIFFERENT WAY.

JOEL EMBID
BORN IN CAMMAROON, DIDN’T START PLAYING BASKETBALL UNTIL HE WAS 17, HE IS NOW 22 AND IS IN THE TOP 10% OF PLAYERS IN THE NBA.

KEVIN DURRANT
BORN IN D.C. AND GREW UP NOT ONLY AS A PERSON BUT AS A BASKETBALL PLAYER. HE PLAYED PICK-UP AT HIS LOCAL PARK AND THATS HOW HE DEVELOPED. HE IS AN ACTIVE ANTI AAU SPEAKER.

DAME LILLARD
BORN IN THE HOOD IN OAKLAND, ONLY GOT ONE COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP TO WEBER STATE, AND NOW HE IS AN ALL STAR. HE GREW UP PLAYING AT MOSSWOOD PARK, STARTED PLAYING ON A MILK CRATE.
EXPLORING HISTORY

HISTORICAL BASKETBALL FOOTWEAR

All the product seen here is from the early 50’s to the mid 2000’s. One interesting element here is that, labor and manufacturing was much less expensive than the current day. So uppers had lots of panels, and shoes in general had many more parts. This in retrospect would be much less feasible today as these shoe wouldn’t be cost effective. Also in terms of design, the product was really bulky, midsoles were huge and cupped very high up the sides of the foot. Also, the mid-high ankle height was more often used. These designs really call out to the flashy and vibrant life of basketball and are really calling to celebrates a player's individuality. I think moving forward it may be interesting to try and capture the mood of these products in a new modern form. Like all of the A.I. footwear carries a persona with it that celebrates Allen Iverson as an athlete. How can I capture that for my concept revolving around the future of pick-up basketball.
‘THE PURITY OF BASKETBALL IN ITS NATURAL STATE”

MILWAUKEE MILK CRATE KIDS

EVEN AT THE PINNACLE OF A SPORT, THEY ALL STARTED AT A SIMILAR HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
THE MUSE

A SYMBOL FOR THE BUILDING OF ONES POTENTIAL

A FUNCTIONAL TOOL TO DELIVER THE GOODS

THE MILK MAN HAS HIS DAILY GRIND TO DELIVER AN ESSENTIAL TO THE MASSES.

GRIND TO DELIVER YOUR POTENTIAL.
STREETBALL ATHLETE INSIGHTS

BUILT TO PROVIDE THE ATHLETE:
- TRACTION & UPPER DURABILITY
- ALL-DAY COMFORT
- ANKLE AND HEEL PROTECTION

HOMAGE TO A TIME WHEN THE GAME WAS ABOUT ‘THE GAME’ AND LESS ABOUT THE SHOES
SKETCH IDEATION
TYPOGRAPHY

INSPIRATION: BIG BOMBASTIC COLLECTIVE REFUGE

BRAND TYPOGRAPHY:

BALLOURT ORTEMAK JAM JAM MANUFACTURING
PROTOTYPING
42 MOCK-UP TESTS
JAM—"THE ENCAPSULATION OF IMPACT PANNELS INTO FOOTWEAR PATTERNS. SIMPLIFYING CONSTRUCTION BY INCREASING DEPTH OF INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS."

"MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUE THAT OFFERS PROTECTION AND COMFORT FOR USER. A METHOD OF MAKE THAT COULD BE TRANSLATED ACROSS SPORT CATEGORIES."
INNOVATION THROUGH ITERATION

12 UPPER SAMPLES
8 MIDOLSE SAMPLES
5 OUTSOLE SAMPLES
INITIAL FINAL DESIGN

[Image of high-top sneakers with a white upper and a black sole, with the text "INITIAL FINAL DESIGN" at the top of the page.]
FINAL SAMPLE PRODUCTION
3D PRINT CHECK

MIDSOLE MOLD BUILDING
MIDSOLE MOLD BUILDING
JAM 1
-Pinnacle Product

JAM S
-Take Down

Color & Materials Story
PERFORATED LEATHER TONGUE WITH Padded LINING

ONE PIECE EYESHAIN AND HEEL LOOP

FULL GRAIN LEATHER CONSTRUCTION FOR PATINA AND FOOT MEMORY

ANKLE JOINT FLEX CREASE

JAM MANUFACTURING Padded LEATHER QUARTER WITH Padded CANVAS LINING

PU CUSHIONING SYSTEM

BLUCHER CONSTRUCTION FOR LESS METATARSAL PINCHING

ENGINEERED WIDE CUPSOLE FOR BANKING LATERAL FORE-FOOT SUPPORT EYELET

LEATHER EYELET LOCK-DOWN SYSTEM

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

JAM MANUFACTURING Padded CANVAS QUARTER AND TONGUE MADE WITH UP CYCLED MATERIAL FROM JAM 1

ANKLE JOINT FLEX CREASE

PU CUSHIONING SYSTEM

BLUCHER CONSTRUCTION FOR LESS METATARSAL PINCHING

ENGINEERED WIDE CUPSOLE FOR BANKING LATERAL FORE-FOOT SUPPORT EYELET

LEATHER EYELET LOCK-DOWN SYSTEM
TRACTION DESIGN

1. HORIZONTAL LUG PATTERN FOR LINEAR GRIP
2. INCREASED LUG DENSITY IN HIGH WEAR AREAS
3. 4MM LUG HEIGHT ALLOWS FOR GREATER WEAR TIME AND MORE GRIP IN DIVERSE ENVIRONMENTS
4. VERTICAL LUG FOR LATERAL GRIP

This design aims to enhance traction in various environments, with a focus on durability and performance.
CONSUMER FEEDBACK

“THEY REALLY LOOK OLD SCHOOL, NEW SCHOOL”

“THEY REALLY LOOK COMFY FROM ALL THE PADDING”

“ITS SO WEIRD TO SEE BALL SHOES WITHOUT BIG BRANDING”

“THE FRONT OF THE FOOT IS REALLY WIDE, SEEMS LIKE IT WOULD BE REALLY STABLE”
1. WEAR TESTING
   - Donning and doffing (ease of use for diverse consumer)
   - Lock-down/tightening
   - Lateral and linear stretch and warp testing (stability during fast and hard lateral and linear movement)
   - Traction testing (grip and material wear)
   - Multi surface, concrete, asphalt, exposed aggregate, hardwood. (Establish a independent variable, test against current offerings)

3. ABRASION TESTING
   - Upper- Leather abrasion ans scuffing against environments (toe box during toe dragging, test to failure)
   - Tooling- Rubber wearing on different surfaces (test to failure)

4. MATERIAL AND SEAM FAILURE TESTING
   - Long term testing failure over time.
   - Pattern and stitch construction and strength (simulate 3 years use)

5. On Court Feel- Subjective Testing
   - Essential to a shoe being successful, is it confident. Comfortability, stability, accommodation of different foot widths.
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